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Abstract:
Cloud Computing is a versatile technology that can support a broad-spectrum of applications. The low cost of cloud computing and its
dynamic scaling renders it an innovation driver for small companies, particularly in the developing world. Cloud deployed enterprise
resource planning (ERP), supply chain management applications (SCM), customer relationship management (CRM) applications,
medical applications and mobile applications have potential to reach millions of users. Cloud computing is a buzzword now days. It
has changed the whole scenario. cloud computing being ―on demand‖ following in line with other ―utilities‖, such as electricity and
telephone .Not even the business organization and several educational institutions have been considering and some of them even
adopting cloud computing strategies in order to meet their requirements. Cloud computing services are a growing necessity for
business organizations as well as for educational institutions. Although there are still several risks and challenges are associated with
cloud but its potential benefits outweigh the risks. This paper begins with defining cloud computing, its key characteristics,
deployment, service models, benefits and challenges. Then paper describes how cloud computing being used in education, with
explaining the benefits, limitations and challenges of using it in education field.
Keywords: Cloud computing, Characteristics of Cloud computing, Models of Cloud computing, Cloud Computing Providers,
Benefits, Limitations, Challenges of Cloud Computing, Cloud Computing in Education.
1-Introdution
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction . Cloud computing has emerged as a popular
solution to provide cheap and easy access to externalized IT
(Information Technology) resources. An increasing number of
organizations (e.g., research centers, enterprises) benefit from
Cloud computing to host their applications. Through
virtualization, Cloud computing is able to address with the same
physical infrastructure a large client base with different
computational needs . In contrast to previous paradigms
(Clusters and Grid computing), Cloud computing is not
application-oriented but service-oriented; it offers on demand
virtualized resources as measurable and billable utilities[1] .
Figure[ 1] shows a basic cloud computing environment.

* Network Access — Needs to be accessed across the internet
from a broad range of devices such as PCs, laptops, and mobile
devices, using standards-based APIs (for example, ones based
on HTTP). Deployments of services in the cloud include
everything from using business applications to the latest
application on the newest smartphones.
* Managed Metering — Uses metering for managing and
optimizing the service and to provide reporting and billing
information. In this way, consumers are billed for services
according to how much they have actually used during the
billing period.
In short, cloud computing allows for the sharing and scalable
deployment of services, as needed, from almost any location,
and for which the customer can be billed based on actual
usage[1,2].

2-Cloud characteristics
Cloud computing has a variety of characteristics, with the main
ones being:
* Shared Infrastructure — Uses a virtualized software model,
enabling the sharing of physical services, storage, and
networking capabilities. The cloud infrastructure, regardless of
deployment model, seeks to make the most of the available
infrastructure across a number of users.
* Dynamic Provisioning — Allows for the provision of
services based on current demand requirements. This is done
automatically using software automation, enabling the
expansion and contraction of service capability, as needed. This
dynamic scaling needs to be done while maintaining high levels
of reliability and security.
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Figure[1] Cloud Computing Environment
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3-Deployment Model
The deployment models defined by the cloud community are
Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Community
Cloud.
 Public Cloud: One of the leading forms of the current
computing deployment model. Mainly used by the
general public cloud consumer and the policy, value
and costing are defined by the service provider. The
popular public cloud services are Amazon EC2, S3,
Google App Engine, and Force.com.


Private Cloud: This is a cloud model for a single
organization and managed by organization or a third
party. The infrastructure can be located on premise or
off premise. Primary reason for implementing private
cloud is to maximize and utilize existing in-house
resources. Secondary reasons include the data privacy
and trust for security. Finally, data transfer cost and to
have full control over mission-critical activities behind
the firewalls. Academic institutions build private cloud
for research and teaching purpose.



Hybrid Cloud: It is a combination of two or more
clouds viz., private, community or public. In order to
optimize the resource and to utilize core competency of
the public cloud organizations use the hybrid cloud.
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a deployment model of
Amazon Web Services (AWS). Using VPC it is
possible to have a secure and seamless bridge between
IT infrastructure of an organization and Amazon public
cloud. Hybrid cloud is the combination of public and
private cloud.



Community Cloud: Several organization of same
group shares their cloud resources and jointly
constructs the policies and requirements. The
infrastructure of the cloud can be hosted by a
third-party vendor or within one of the organizations in
the community[2,3].

4-Cloud Computing Service Models
Cloud service models describe how cloud services are
made available to clients. Most fundamental service models
include a combination of IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS
(platform as a service), and SaaS (software as a service). These
service models may have synergies between each other and be
interdependent – for example, PaaS is dependent on IaaS
because application platforms require physical infrastructure.
The IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) model provides
infrastructure components to clients. Components may include
virtual machines, storage, networks, firewalls, load balancers,
and so on. With IaaS, clients have direct access to the
lowest-level software in the stack – that is, to the operating
system on virtual machines, or to the management dashboard of
a firewall or load balancer. Amazon Web Services is one of
largest IaaS providers.
The PaaS (Platform as a Service) model delivers a pre-built
application platform to the client; clients needn’t spend time
building underlying infrastructure for their applications. On the
backend, PaaS automatically scales and provisions required
International Journal of Engineering Science and Computing, September 2018

infrastructure components depending on application
requirements. Typically, PaaS solutions provide an API that
includes a set of functions for programmatic platform
management and solution development. Google AppEngine is a
popular PaaS provider, and Amazon Web Services also provides
some PaaS solutions in addition to IaaS offerings.
SaaS (Software as a Service) provides ready online software
solutions. The SaaS software provider has complete control of
application software. SaaS application examples include online
mail, project-management systems, CRMs, and social media
platforms.
The main difference between SaaS and PaaS is that
PaaS normally represents a platform for application
development, while SaaS provides online applications that are
already developed[4]. See figure[2] which describes cloud
computing service models.

Figure[2] Cloud Computing Service Models
5-Cloud Computing Benefits
Enterprises would need to align their applications, so as to
exploit the architecture models that Cloud Computing offers.
Some of the typical benefits are listed below:


Reduced Cost
There are a number of reasons to attribute Cloud
technology with lower costs. The billing model is pay as per
usage; the infrastructure is not purchased thus lowering
maintenance. Initial expense and recurring expenses are much
lower than traditional computing.


Increased Storage
With the massive Infrastructure that is offered by Cloud
providers today, storage & maintenance of large volumes of data
is a reality. Sudden workload spikes are also managed
effectively & efficiently, since the cloud can scale dynamically.


Flexibility
This is an extremely important characteristic. With
enterprises having to adapt, even more rapidly, to changing
business conditions, speed to deliver is critical. Cloud
computing stresses on getting applications to market very
quickly, by using the most appropriate building blocks necessary
for deployment[4,5].
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6-Cloud Computing Challenges
Despite its growing influence, concerns regarding cloud
computing still remain. In our opinion, the benefits outweigh the
drawbacks and the model is worth exploring. Some common
challenges are:


Data Protection
Data Security is a crucial element that warrants
scrutiny. Enterprises are reluctant to buy an assurance of
business data security from vendors. They fear losing data to
competition and the data confidentiality of consumers. In many
instances, the actual storage location is not disclosed, adding
onto the security concerns of enterprises. In the existing models,
firewalls across data centers (owned by enterprises) protect this
sensitive information. In the cloud model, Service providers are
responsible for maintaining data security and enterprises would
have to rely on them.


Data Recovery and Availability
All business applications have Service level
agreements that are stringently followed. Operational teams play
a key role in management of service level agreements and
runtime governance of applications. In production
environments, operational teams support Appropriate clustering
and Fail over Data Replication System monitoring (Transactions
monitoring, logs monitoring and others) Maintenance (Runtime
Governance) Disaster recovery Capacity and performance
management If, any of the above mentioned services is
under-served by a cloud provider, the damage & impact could be
severe.


Management Capabilities
Despite there being multiple cloud providers, the
management of platform and infrastructure is still in its infancy.
Features like „Auto-scaling‟ for example, are a crucial
requirement for many enterprises. There is huge potential to
improve on the scalability and load balancing features provided
today.


Regulatory and Compliance Restrictions
In some of the European countries, Government
regulations do not allow customer's personal information and
other sensitive information to be physically located outside the
state or country. In order to meet such requirements, cloud
providers need to setup a data center or a storage site exclusively
within the country to comply with regulations. Having such an
infrastructure may not always be feasible and is a big challenge
for cloud providers[3,4,5].
7-How is Cloud Computing Being Applied in Education?
Many educational institutes have begun their
movement to cloud computing by outsourcing their student
email provision. Email is a basic, fairly standardized service,
can be provided easily by third parties, and is arguably not core
to the educational mission. Both Google and Microsoft oﬀer
email services for free to the educational sector in many
countries.
These two companies provide email as a part of larger
application suites which are usually made available to students
alongside email. Google Apps for Education and Microsoft
Live@edu contain other communication tools such as instant
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messaging along with contact management and calendar so
ware. There are also document creation applications allowing
the production of word processed documents, spreadsheets and
presentations as well as the ability to create websites. These can
all be edited collaboratively with other users. Signiﬁcant
storage space for documents of all types are oﬀered to users who
can continue to use these once they leave the institution.
Why are the services provided for free to educational
institutions? There are a number of advantages to companies
who are currently competing for market share. So ware has
always been provided at a discount to the educational sector and
vendors seek to build relationships with the institutions which
provide their future employees. In addition they are building
brand awareness and loyalty which may lead to the selling of
other or premium services to ins tu ons and users in the future.
A student seeing the beneﬁt of these tools may persuade a future
employer to invest in the commercial equivalents which provide
a more revenue source to the cloud providers.
Educational institutions are also beginning to use lower
level cloud services for purposes such as data storage. This
may be attractive where data security is of lower concern such as
where video and audio is provided as open educational
resources.
Another use of cloud computing which is beginning to
emerge in education is for the hosting of institutional learning
management systems (LMSs) in the cloud. Outsourcing the
provision of LMSs such as Blackboard or Moodle to a third party
makes sense for institutions who cannot justify the costs of
purchasing, maintaining and supporting hardware and so ware
themselves[6].
8-Cloud Computing Providers
A. Microsoft Live@edu for education
Microsoft Live@edu is intended for educational needs.
It provides a set of hosted collaboration services for the
educations institutions. The hosted service includes
collaboration services, communication tools, mobile, desktop,
and web-based applications. It has the feature of data storage
capabilities. Office Live Workspace, Windows Live SkyDrive,
Windows Live Spaces, Microsoft Shared View Beta, Microsoft
Outlook Live, Windows Live Messenger and Windows Live
Alerts are the part of Live@edu suite. By means of free
registration process universities, colleges and schools can enroll
in the program [4]. Microsoft Live@edu is mainly for the
institutions for enabling facilities for their academic activities.
B. Google Apps for Education
Google Apps is a collection of web-based programs and
file storage that run in a web browser, without requiring users to
buy or install software. Users can simply log in to the service to
access their files and the tools to manipulate them. The
communication tools of Google Apps are Gmail, Google Talk,
and Google Calendar and the productivity tools are Google
Docs: text files, spreadsheets, and presentations, iGoogle and
Google Sites to develop web pages [5]. The tools are free, or
users can pay for a Premium Edition that adds more storage
space and other features. An Education Edition includes most of
the extras in the Premium Edition and is offered at no cost to
K–12 (designation for the sum of primary and secondary
education and higher education). Google Apps allows
institutions to use their own domain name with the service and to
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customize the interface to reflect the branding of that institution.
In this way, a college or university can offer the functionality of
Google Apps in a package[6].
C. Amazon Web Services for Education (AWS)
Amazon Web Services provides the cloud services in
categories of Compute, Software, Content Delivery, Database,
Storage, Deployment & Management, Application Services and
Workforce [6].
Compute service includes Amazon Elastic Computer
Cloud (EC2), Amazon Elastic MapReduce, Auto Scaling and
Elastic Load Balancing. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
delivers scalable, pay-as-you-go compute capacity in the cloud.
Amazon Elastic MapReduce is a web service that enables
businesses, researchers, data analysts, and developers to easily
and cost-effectively process vast amounts of data. Auto Scaling
allows user to automatically scale your Amazon EC2 capacity up
or down according to conditions. Elastic Load Balancing
automatically distributes incoming application traffic across
multiple Amazon EC2 instances.
In Software, AWS Marketplace is an online store that
helps customers find, buy, and immediately start using software
that runs on the AWS cloud. It includes software from trusted
vendors like SAP, Zend, Microsoft, IBM, Canonical, and 10gen
as well as many widely used open source offerings including
Wordpress, Drupal, and MediaWiki.
In Content Delivery, Amazon CloudFront is a web
service that makes it easy to distribute content with low latency
via a global network of edge locations.
In Database, it has the category of Amazon Relational
Database Service (RDS), Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon
SimpleDB and Amazon Elastic Cache.
Amazon Relational Database Service is a web service
that makes it easy to set up, operate, and scale a relational
database in the cloud. Amazon DynamoDB is a fully-managed,
high performance, NoSQL database service that is easy to set up,
operate, and scale. Amazon SimpleDB is a managed NoSQL
database service designed for smaller datasets. Amazon
ElastiCache is a web service that makes it easy to deploy,
operate, and scale an in-memory cache in the cloud.
In Networking, the classifications are Amazon Route
S3, Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) and AWS Direct
Connect.
In Storage, depending on the needs the service provided
by AWS are Amazon Simple Storage Service(S3), Amazon
Glacier, Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS), AWS
Import/Export and AWS Storage Gateway.
Application Services of AWS are Amazon
CloudSearch, Amazon Simple Workflow Service (SWF),
Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS), Amazon Simple
Notification Service (SNS) and Amazon Simple Email Service
(SES).
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In Workforce, Amazon Mechanical Turk enables
companies to access thousands of global workers on demand and
programmatically integrate their work into various business
processes.
As for as education, educators, academic researchers,
and students can apply to obtain free usage credits and can utilize
on-demand infrastructure. With the grants, educational
institutions have made advances in research, enable
High-Performance Computing and tackled Big Data. AWS is
providing educators up to $100USD as grants as free usage for
each student enrolled in courses.
Researchers around the world have access to global
computing infrastructure and storage capacity of the AWS
cloud. Instead of purchasing a large amount of hardware,
researchers can get started by simply opening an AWS account.
With services like Amazon Elastic MapReduce much of the
heavy lifting of provisioning and configuring Hadoop clusters
for data-intensive processing is eliminated. The feature is
available for the researchers with grants.
AWS in Education is supporting student organizations
around the world and compelling entrepreneurial student
initiatives including Project Olympus at Carnegie Mellon,
Teams in Engineering Service at the University of California,
San Diego, and the ―3 Day Start Up‖ event at the University of
Texas, Austin. AWS provides Project Grants supporting free
usage of AWS to student organizations and student
entrepreneurial projects. AWS in Education is working with
many Independent Software Vendors (ISV) and System
Integrators (SI) to bring solutions for common education
infrastructure challenges like storage, disaster recovery,
archiving and content delivery[3,6,7 ]
9-Benefits and limitations of using cloud computing in
education
Educational institutions are among many organizations
that find cloud computing systems useful for simplifying
admission and administration processes, as well as improving
general staff communication. By outsourcing infrastructure,
platform or software as a service, educational institutions can
benefit in terms of both cost reduction and efficiency.
As reported by most of the organizations currently
using the cloud, the primary benefit of this platform is its
cost-efficiency. The cloud represents an ideal place for large
organizations to store, process and analyze data because it
requires minimum hardware investments. Besides this, by
implementing cloud-based software tools, such institutions get
constant access to different collaborative environments and
mission critical applications.
There are nine major benefits and limitations of using cloud
computing in education. The summary of their conclusions is
given in table[1] below[7,8,9].
Table 2 shows overview of some of the challenges higher
education will face in adopting cloud computing [10,11].
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Table[1] Benefits and Limitations of Using Cloud Computing in Education
10-Challenges of Cloud Computing in Education
Many challenges of cloud computing for higher
education relate to its relative newness and the
underdevelopment of the marketplace for cloud services. For
higher education, decisions to adopt cloud computing will be
influenced by more than technical and cost considerations.
Information is the lifeblood of higher education, and
decisions on how to manage that information can have

far-reaching political, social, and economic considerations.
Adoption of cloud computing presents many of the same risks
and challenges as deciding to use a more traditional outsourcing
arrangement. The increased possibility that the service provider
or its resources may reside outside of a government’s legal or
territorial jurisdiction, however, can make some of these
concerns more acute.

Table[2] some of the challenges higher education will face in adopting cloud computing
Conclusion
Cloud computing has been growing rapidly; it evolves
models offering significant advantages, yet potential fallacies as
well. Cloud computing seems to be worth exploring from small
businesses and major enterprises to elite universities and online
colleges. The cloud is poised to revolutionize the educational
sector, and schools and learning institutions. Basically, cloud
computing will enable learners to formally undergo education
even without going to the four-walled classrooms. In fact cloud
can also help those families who travel a lot, cloud computing
will allow their children to travel while continually learning
International Journal of Engineering Science and Computing, September 2018

lessons, submitting assignment, and getting grades. As a coin
has two facets so as cloud computing therefore the decision
taking of using Cloud Computing must also take into account the
risks associated with it. But by using cloud the gain that exceeds
the capital costs may compensates the associated risks. Some of
the risks specific to cloud environment may be transferred to
cloud providers. Cloud Computing having both strong and weak
aspects , we may say that the scalable, portable, payment per use
model and the management policies of risks and security ,
efficiency ,anytime accessibility and several other aspects
represent positive factors in taking the decision of using Cloud
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Computing. In the end, universities may and should value the
opportunities offered by Cloud Computing lead to innovation.
the scalable, portable, payment per use model and the
management policies of risks and security , efficiency ,anytime
accessibility and several other aspects represent positive factors
in taking the decision of using Cloud Computing. In the end,
universities may and should value the opportunities offered by
Cloud Computing lead to innovation.

11- Rania Mohammedameen Almajalid,” A Survey on the
Adoption of Cloud Computing in Education Sector “,
College of Computing and Informatics, Saudi
Electronic University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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